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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE INDUSTRIAL FOREST PLANTATIONS









　　Of the １４１million hectares of the total forest areas of Indonesia, there are approximate-
1y 64 million hectares of forests legally designated as production forest. This category of
forest has played an important role as timber resources for the forestry based development
program which has been undertaken in Indonesia up to now. In other words, the forestry
development program which has been carried out over twenty years, has wholly emphasized
on exploiting those natural production forests。
　　Since ａ rate of deforestation in Indonesia has been estimated by the World Bank(1989)
at approximately 900,000 hectares per annum; in the meantime, the acceleration of depletion
of the natural production forest is critical.As ａ result, the productivity of the production
forest of the natural forests has been rapidly declining.
　　０ｎthe other hand, considering that the natural forests will be able to grow atａ rate of
1.1　cubic metre annually and such rapid deforestation is stillincreasingly occurring, the
estimate of their annual productions will be about 24 million cubic metres ｏｎｌｙ。
　　The　massive　competition　among the　domestic　forest　products　industries　at　present,
needles to say, will bring about ａ shortage in logs supply in the near future。
　　][naddition to this, a policy on forestry was introduced in 1979 which outlined ａ ban on
1）and 2）:Forest Economics Division,Instituteof Agriculture and Forestry, University of Tsukuba.
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1０ｇexports and change in orientation of forest products exports, consequently, the domestic
forest product industries increased sharply within the following five years。][ｎthis context, it
was noted that in　1985, for instance, the total capacity of those forest product industries
reached 20.60 million cubic metres which was equal to a 200％ｉｎｃｒｅａsｅas compared to 1980
(Apandi, M.,1986)｡
　　][ｎ the meantime, according to data which was newly published in 1990, the domestic
pulp and paper industries appear to have ａ tendency to increase as well. 1n this context, bas-
ed on ａ statistical data recorded by the World Bank from 1975 to 1987, the overall produc-
tion of the ][ndonesian pulp and paper grew at an average of 28％per ａｎｎｕｍ。Of the 42
domestic pulp and paper industries, which are operating at present, there are 10 pulp mills
which are together capable of producing ａ total of 2,934,000 tons per ａｎｎｕｍ。][nvestment in
these pulp mills is planned to be expanded in the very near future and the new and old
capacity will also use chiefly mixed tropical hard wood. As mentioned earlier, the growing
stock of the existing productive forests will not be sufficient to satisfy the needs for raw
materials of the timber industries, so it is very necessary that ａ forest plantation program be
carried　out　soon.
A GLIMPSE OF THE INDUSTRIAL FOREST PLANTATION PROGRAM
IN IND⑩NESIA
　　As ａ countermeasure against the problem of the shortage of raw materials for the timber
industries　and　increasing　the　unproductive　production　forest, in　particular, since　][983/1984
the Ministry of Forestry has promptly launched ａ forestry plantation scheme which is the
so-calledｉｎｄｕｓtｒial　foｒｅｓt　plantａtｉｏｎ　ｏｒtimbeｒ ｅｓtａｔｅ.
　　The target areas under this program is ａ total of 6.20 million hectares including the pre-
sent 1.80 million hectares forest plantation that already exist all over ][ndonesia。Therefore,
there would be at least some 4.40 million hectares of the industrial forest plantation that
ought to be established by year 2000 which will consist of ａ total wood production capacity
of 93.40 million cubic metres。][ｎ this context, as the　1990 World Bank country study
reported, the　planned　plantation　areas　started　in　the　fourth　five-year　plan　was　1 20 ,000
ha/year increasing to 360,000 ha/year in the sixth。
Despite the fact that this plantation scheme is quite ambitious, more forest plantation is in-
deed required to rehabilitate the depleted forests and to improve the environment as well.
　　Locations of this activity are mainly the unproductive areas of the present production
forests situated both in and outside the concession forests (and so includes the logged一〇ver
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forests and the grassland areas).
　　Tree species covers ａ variety species of both fast growing and slow growing trees such
as Dipterocarpaceae, mahogany， Ａｃａｃｉａ　ｓi）i）｡，Ｐａｒｉｅｎtheｓ　ｆａｌｃａtａｒia，　ａndthe like which will be
used to establish of energy, pulpwood and sawn timber plantations for industries. In other
words, based on the timber utilization plan, plantations may be classified into management
units aimed at the following:( 1 ) supplying raw materials for a pulp and paper industry
which will occupy an area of at least 30,000 hectares; and ( 2 ) feeding raw materials to
sawmill and the other mills which will occupy an area of 60，000 hectares。The chief goals of
the industrial forest plantation are addressed in detail in the following points:
　　(1). to support development of the domestic forest products industries, in order to be
capable of boosting revenues coming from the added-value production as well as foreign ex-
change from exports.
　　（2）。to increase productivity of the existing forestlands and, in particular, the quality of
the environment in general.
　　(3). to extend and to create both employment and business opportunities, especially for
the　local　inhabitants.
　　In addition to managing these plantations in a professional manner, they must be carried
out based on sound concepts of both business and sustained yield principles. The legal in-
stitution which are allowed to conduct these schemes are the state-owned forestry enter-
prises, private companies, and cooperatives as well as other organizations interested in doing
so. Silvicultural systems that should be adopted are clear cutting followed by planting。
Ｉ。Ａ CASE ＳＴＵＩ}ＹOF THE ＩＮＩ}ＵＳＴＲＩＡＬFOREST PLANTATION
　　DEVELOPMENT IN THE PROVINCE OF LAMPUNG：
　　AN ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT
1.11ackground
　　One of the realizationsof the ambitious plan of industrial forest plantation establishment
is located in the province of Lampung, Sumatra which has been carried out in the form of
two projects situated respectively in the Way Terusan area in the central region and in the
Rebang Dan Sekitarnya（tｈｅRebang DS) area in the northern region ａｎｄ。Bothprojects has
been implemented and managed by the state-owned forestry enterprise PT. INHUTANI Ｉ
(Indonesian Forest Industry Company, Ltd, First Unit). These areas have been selected,
because the present condition of the production forests within those areas is very criticaland
may　be　categorized　as　ａ　state　of unproductive　lands　in　which　most　of　the　land　is
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predominantly covered with alang-alang grass (Imperata cyli?汝αy Another factor which
motivates the immediate implementation of the industrial forest plantation is that, according
to data of several studies on demand and supply of timber in Lampung region, there has
already been ａ shortage of wood for local consumption such as construction timber, due to
the fact that the present production forest is not capable of satisfying supply of wood any
more for the local timber industries。It has been further clearly demonstrated through ａ
study conducted by the faculty of Forestry of the Bogor Agriculture University （ＩＰＢ）in1988,
that ａ total of 83 of saw mills with a total capacity of 225, 400 cubic metres per annum and
one plywood mill with a 35, 700 cubic metres per annum capacity, seem to be confronted
with a shortage of raw materials for feeding those industries at the time of survey and in
the future. Also, based on data on timber production from 1979/1980 to 1985/1986けhe total
supply of logs appears to have sharply decreased, that is, from 108,802 cubic metres to only
35, 700 cubic metres per ａｎｎｕｍ。Asａ result, an industrial forest plantation which can pro-
duce at least a　1 5 cubic metres per hectare per annum is urgently required to be im-
plemented immediately. As ａ result, the forest plantations composing of the fast growing
species of Acacia mα凧がum and Eua的中tiiｓ　ｓi)i)。andthe slow growing fancy wood, S肩肘四必
ｍａｃｒoi)la3!lla，haveb en planted since 1986/1987｡
A. mangium andＥ.　ｕｒophｙllaplantations are located in the Rebang DS and were planted in
the 1986/1987 fiscal year and are now occupying ａ total area of 1,770 hectares, while S.
ｍａｃｒophｙllaplantation is located in the Way Terusan area and was also planted in same
year and occupies ａ total area of ２，151　hectares｡
　　However, in the viewpoint that these plantations are considered as ａ forestry investment,
ａ criteria is needed to determine whether they have the potential to generate an economic
profits and this is the main issue that it is necessary to examine。In other words, a judgment
of the potential return is ａ crucial point for those who willing to participate in conducting
forest plantation program。
2｡Objective of this study
　　Firstly, in relation to the industrial forest plantations developed in the province of Lam-
pung, this study attempts to explore and to assess the potential economic profitability of the
plantations of凡常angium (hereafter referred to as “ｍａｎｅｉｕｍ”）ａｎｄＥ.　ｕｒophｙlla(hereafter
referred to as “ｅｕｃａｌｙpt”）ａｎｄalso Ｓ. ｍａｃｒophｙlla(hereafter referred to avS “ｍａｈｏｓａｎダ’）
which have been established in the Way Terusan and the Rebang DS projects。
　　Secondly, a sensitivity analysis is carried out for: determining and displaying the relative
importance of the four designated variables (establishment/silvicultural cost, harvest cost。
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yield and market price of timber); examining their effect on the attractiveness of the invest-
ment; and exploring the risk and uncertainties in the four designated variables which it is
supposed would likely appear within the given rotation｡
　　Thirdly, to be able to estimate ａ reasonable wood price level as well as an optimum
establishment cost for each plantation, a minimum level criterion of Net Present Value
(ＮＰＶ)ニO at ａ certain price and cost levels was adopted.
3｡］Method of study and analysis
　　In order to explore the potential economic return of the forest plantation which is mainly
linked with silvicultureand management practices, this study seeks to adopt three models of
plantation management associated with the outputs produced which is the so-called manage-
ment regime (Sedjo, Roger Ａ。1983 p:12）.Ｔｈｅycontain two models of ａ mutually exclusive
plantation regimes for both the mangium and the eucalypt plantations, and one model of ａ




sawlogs and pulpwood within the given length of rotation. Thinning is scheduled for year 8
for the mangium plantation and in year 10 for the eucalypt plantation respectively. The thinn-
ing wood, thus, will be commercially treated as pulpwood and will presumably be merchan-
table, while the final harvest clear-cut will be done in year 15 and to be treated as sawlogs。
The length of rotation is set at 15 years.
2）。Ｆz尚尚od regime
　　The plantation under this regime is directed to produce only pulpwood within the given
rotation length. Thus there would be no thinning so that the wood produced from the final
harvest which is scheduled in year 10 would be commercially treated as just pｕlpｗｏｏｄ。The
plantations to be managed under this regime are the mangium and the eucalypt in which the
rotation length is set　at　10years。
3）‥Ｓａｗｌｏｇｒｅｇｉｍｅ
　　The plantation assumed to be managed under this regime would produce only sawlogs
within the given rotation length. The Commercial thinnings are scheduled in years 10，15，
and 20 and the final harvest clear-cut would be conducted in year 30; the thinning wood
would be totally treated exclusively as sawlogs. The plantation supposed to be managed
under this regime is the mahogany which has a 30 year rotation length。
　　The method of analysis employed in assessing the potential economic profitabilityof
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these industrial plantations is the application of ａ Discounted Cash Flow （ＤＣＦ）ｍｏｄｅｌwhich
involves discounting all costs and revenue/benefit flows generated by the given plantations
by using ａ given discount rate over the given rotation length. Variables utilized in the DCF,
therefore, are establishment /silvicultural costs, thinning costs, harvest costs, market prices of
wood, the rotation length and the discount rate｡
　　Since this study perceives the plantation establishment as an forestry investment in
which the investor is the state-owned enterprise PT. INHUTANI ｌ which is regarded as a
private investor investing its own capital in the forest plantation project, it ought to ｍａｘ‘
imize its own financial returns. In other words, this study will just assess the financial pro-
fitability of the industrial forest plantation by using market prices rather than shadow prices
of the products of the plantations｡
　　To calculate the rate of returns which will indicate viability of the investment, the con-
ventional investment criteria models of Net Present Value (NPV), Internal Rate of Return
（ＩＲＲ）ａｎｄBenefit Cost Ratio (BCR) were used。 These may be described in great detail




where; R = revenues (benefits)
C ― costs
ｎ二investment period
























　　　　　where;　　　Bt = benefits in year t
　　　　　　　　　　　Ct = costs in year t
　　　　　　　　　　　　i = interest rate
　　　　　　　　　　　　t = time (year)
　　To recognize the sensitivityof the financial performance of the plantations with respect
to changes in the given variables,ａ sensitivityanalysis was carried out based on the follow-
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ing　changes:
　　(ａ)。Sensitivity based on ａ １０％ｅrｒｏr in each variable by assuming that either such an
error of this size is to occur once, or that ａ modest error in the variables will occur frequently。
　　(b). Sensitivity analysis based on optimistic and pessimistic estimates of values of the
given variables. It is aimed at assessing : what extent of risk and uncertainty would be ap-
pear corresponding to the given variables; what is the extent of the degree of sensitivity to
the given variables。
　　(c). Sensitivity analysis employing ａ variety of discount rates to determine in great detail




　　Costs of the plantations which are considered as the crucial variables employed in the
DCF for analysing the potential economic profitabilitymay be categorized into establishment
costs, stand improvement costs, pre-commercial and commercial thinning costs and final
harvest costs. They are clearly depicted in the following Table.























































　　＊）　　ther al cost expended by the projects in 1986/1987
　　＊＊）　theestimate value based ａ wide variety of sources
　　　　　1US$ ＝Rp 1,700 as of in 1987
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2）。The estimate of yield。
　　The estimate of yield of each plantation species is calculated by adopting the available
yield tables as far as they exist, whilst for mangium and eucalypt, especially,the estimate of
yields have been constructed by the use of an equation of ａ growth function of the tree。
　　Estimates of the yields of each plantation under the given management regime and the
given rotation length are summarized as Table 2.









































　ＭＡＩ: Mean Annual Increment
　The yield of mangium and eucalypt have been estimated by employing ａ tree growth function namely
ｖ
　＝(ａ十b/t)1o，ｗheｒｅ ａ and ｂ are parameters of growth, t is time. Based on several assumptions related
　to their estimated growth rates, it has been estimated that parameters ａ and ｂ for mangium are 2.75
　and ―4. 03, respectively, while for eucalypt, parameters a and b 2. 60 and －4. 00 respectively。
　mahogany has been calculated just through the use of ａ correction function of ｖ ＝ａ(1－ｅｎ)t)ｃｏｖｅｒtｈｅ
　existing Yield Table constructed by the state-owned enterprise of Perum Perhutani in the island of
　Java.
3).Ｔｈｅ estimate of market prices of wood
　　Itis known that the plantations which are being examined are ofａ relatively young age,
namely about three years under way, so that to estimate market prices of wood produced,
an estimate based on various data and information obtained from eitherａ feasibilitystudy or
statisticalprice data is needed.
　　The following Table ３ contains the estimated market prices of the wood produced which
have been adopted from ａ wide variety of sources。
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　Market prices of wood of mangium and eucalypt under the integrated and the pulpwood regimes were
　taken from the results of feasibilitystudies and other studies made by Jaako Poyry of Finland, the
　World Bank and the like which are considered appropriate and of ａreasonable value to be employed in
　the economic assessment here。
　Market prices for mahogany, in the meantime, were accurately estimated based on the price data





generated for all plantations under management regimes that would be employed in subse-
quent DCF analysis.

























































　　( 1 ). Discount rate
　　In the DCF analysis two discount rates of 10％and 12％ａｒｅemployed, where the dis-
count rate of 10％iｓ generally utilized by the government of Indonesia to justify public pro-
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iects (Sedjo, R.A｡，1988 ｐ:７and Kadariah et a1，1978 p:74）.Ｔｈｅ other discount rate used, 12
%, is regarded as ａ risk-free discount rate or an inflation-adjusted discount rate. Both dis-
count　rates　are　within　a　range　of　commonly-used　discount　rates　used　by　Indonesian
economists and projects analysts, as well as in other developing countries for cost-benefit
analyse of investment projects｡
　　　（2）.ＴｈｅPotential financial profitability
　　　As explained earlier, this study attempts, to explore the financial profitability perfor-
mance of the plantations. In other words, it assesses only the financial returns generated the
capital invested in the development of industrial forest plantation. Estimation of the economic
returns in broader sense which include externalities of the projects is the beyond of scope of
this study。 The results of these calculations of the potential financial profitability of the plan-
tations are presented in Tables 6 and 7｡




























































　　inf: infiniteseries of rotation
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3)。Sensitivity analysis
　　The result of the sensitivity analysis of each plantation under each given management
regime at 10％and 12％diｓｃｏｕｎt rates, assuming that a 1 0％ｅｒrｏr occurs in each variable















自,ｍ INTR E.u　INTR S.m SWLG 自.ｍ PLP E.u PLP
　　　　　　　　　　　　M自NAGBIENT REGIME
0 BASE STUDY (BS)ロUI（COST）悶U2（COST）回U3（PRICE）回U4（UOL）
Remarks　:??????????
establishment and improvement costs
comraerci al　thinning and final harvest costs
：　prices of wood
：　yield/volurae














自.ｍ INTR E.u INTR S.m SWLG 自.ｍ PLP E｡ｕ PLP
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　MANAGEnENT REGINE
圀B自SE STUDY (BS)ロUI（COST）圀U2（COST）回U3(PRICE)回U4(U0L)
Figure 2. NPV of allplantations based on 10％ｅrrｏｒin each variable （DF 12％）
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Meanwhile, the result of sensitivityanalysisin terms of NPV based on values of an op-
timisticand ａ pessimisticestimate of each variableare presentedin Tables 8 and 9.
Table 8. The result of sensitivityanalysis of plantations based on optimistic and pessimistic
　　　　　　estimatesof each variable at 10％diｓｃｏｕｎtra e forａsingle rotation
NPV at（XRp 1,000）
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Table 9. The result of sensitivityanalysis of plantations based on optimistic and pessimistic
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The　degree　of　sensitivity　with　respect　to　the　variables　at　given　discount　rates　is
demonstrated in Table 10， while the result of sensitivity analysis based on various discount
rates is shown in Table lＬ
Table 10. The degree of sensitivity of the variables of based on the result of the
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　ｏｎｅ(10)；ｏｎｅ(15):one/single rotation with 10 years or 15 years rotation length
　tｗｏ(20)けｗｏ(30)ｅtｃ: two/double rotation with 20 years or 30 years rotation length
　inf(　):an infinite series of rotation/ ａ perpetual series of rotation
4 ). Minimun establishment cost
　　The results of analysis of the minimum establishment cost for each plantation regime
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　　　　　COST (US$ PER Hn）
□収　十ａ　◇弧　△1鴉　×12X　▽15X
Figure 4. Minimum establishment cost of the eucalypt plantation (ＩＮＴＲ)
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　　　　　COST (US$ PER Hn）
□収　十ａ　◇.9Z　△1鴎　×12X　▽15X
Figure 7. Minimum establishment cost of the mahogany plantation（ＳＷＬＧ）
5 ). Minimum prices of wood
　　The followingFigures are the resultof the minimum prices of wood for each plantation
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Figure 8. Minimum price of the mangium plantation at various discount rates (ＩＮＴＲ)
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Figure 1 0. Minimum price of the mangium plantation at various discount rates （ＰＬＰ）
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Figure 12. Minimum price of the mahogany plantation at various discount rates（ＳＷＬＧ）
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2. Discussions
　　Based on the results of the analysis using conventional investment criteria such as NPV,
IRR and NBCR, it is clear that, overall, the plantations managed under the given manage-
ment regime at the given discount rates （10％and 12％）ａrｅ financially viable。 This is due
to satisfying the conditions that NPV ＞0，１ＲＲ＞12％ａｎｄ NBCR ＞1; these conditions in-
dicated that the investment is financially feasible enough and will generate profits, thus they
are profitable to implement。
　　An attempt to examine the sensitivity of the analysis through three assumed changes in
given variables demonstrated that it seems the plantations are still profitable。 However, the
sensitivity analysis that employed various discount rates indicated that at a 15% discount
rate the mangium plantation under the integrated and the pulpwood regimes appears to be
capable of generating reasonable financial profitability which is shown by its positive NPV,
whilst the other are not. In this context, it is implied that the mangium plantation may be
able to be established in the case of a discount rate of 1 5％.Alｓｏ，ａｎ interesting finding
emerged from the sensitivity degree analysis of the plantation shows that the profitability is
much more sensitive to the price of wood than to the other variables. Thus, it may be con-
eluded that the price of wood is ａ vital issue that should be considered in order to establish
a financially viable forest plantations. In this context, ａ minimum wood price analysis was
conducted　in order to further investigate the financial profitability performance　if wood
prices move to ａ minimum level. The result of analysis indicated that for a pulpwood planta-
tion of mangium and eucalypt, for instance, to be minimally financially viable, it needs ａ
wood price range of ａ ＵＳ$ 1 2. 5 － 1 7. 5 per cubic metre at a 10％diｓｃｏｕｎt rate and one of
ＵＳ$ 13－20.5 per cubic metre if a 1 2% discount rate is employed.
　　The minimum establishment cost calculated from the analysis implies that it would be
profitable to establish a forest plantation with costs below US$ 1000 per hectare as shown in
the previous figures above (Figures 3， 4, 5, 6 and 7). Therefore, in relation to this and as
example, to develop a profitable pulpwood plantation composed of mangium and eucalypt
species, it seems that the minimal establishment cost ranges between ＵＳ$ 602 － 750 per hec-
tare if a 10％diｓｃｏｕｎt rate is used, whilst ａ range of ＵＳ$ 487 － 650 per hectare would be
needed in case of a discount rate of 1 2％.Ｆｒｏｍ these results, therefore, it may be thought
that indeed the establishment cost is directly influenced by the discount rate used. The
results indicated clearly that the higher discount rate, the lower was the minimum establish-
ment cost. To consider this point, the determination of establishment costs in US$ per hec-
tare is an important issue but is often difficult to estimate, and planners are not precisely
sure how much should be spent. But from the result of this study, we can see that these
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costs certainly depend upon the level of the discount ｅｍｐｌｏｙed｡
　　In other words, it is obvious from the above point that the magnitude of the establish-
ment cost is closely and mainly associated with the discount rate employed｡
　　To sum up, the development of the industrial forest plantations in the province of Lam-
pung, particularly, offers a promising return to those who are interested in participating in
the development of industrial forest plantation schemes. From the viewpoint of the effort of
rehabilitating the unproductive forest in the province of Lampung, it appears quite effective
in supporting the critical lands rehabilitation programme。 It also promises positive exter-
nalities and benefits from the multiplier effect for the local inhabitants。 Therefore, in the
future plantations should be encouraged, esessentially with the aim of meeting the shortage
of local timber supply。
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　本研究では，投資規準論の立場から純現在価値(Ｎｅt Present Value, ＮＰＶ)，内部収益率(Inter-

























































12.5～17.5/ m3 の範囲であり，前価12％では最低価格がUS$ 13.0～20.5/ m3 である。　S.
'ｍａｃｒｏ|)Hｙllaでは，前価係数10％で当初計算を用いた木材価格の1/3が採算可能最低価格となるこ
とが明らかになった。
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